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Nau mai haramai:     
Welcome from Waiapu Investments Limited

Kei aku rangatira, tena koutou katoa

Tena hoki tatau i o tatau mate huhua, ratau kua ngaro i te tirohanga 
kanohi. Tukua atu ki te po e au ai ta ratau moe. 

Hoki mai ki a tatau te hunga ora, e karapenepene mai ana i roto i te 
whakaaro kotahi, me te wairua kotahi. Anei matau nga mokopuna mai 
Potikirua ki te Toka a Taiau e mihi nei ki a koutou

Koutou kua tae mai i runga i te karanga o te mahi tahi.

Ka noho tahi, ka wananga tahi, ka korero tahi, ka kai tahi tatau i runga i 
te tumanako kia toitu te whenua, kia toitu te whanau. 

Ko tenei korero hei tuapapa e mahi tahi ai tatau katoa. 

No reira, i roto i te ngahau, te parekareka mai te whanaunga ki te 
whanaunga huri noa kei te mihi!

Tena koutou, tena koutou, tena tatau katoa. 

Hui e, taiki e!

With the warmest of greetings from the people of the land here in te 
tairawhiti (Potikirua ki te toka a taiau) on the east Coast of the north 
Island, we welcome you to join our journey.

Hikurangi enterprises Limited (Hikurangi enterprises) is a charitable 
company established in te tairawhiti to raise the wellbeing of our people. 
We are creating business and other opportunities to deliver meaningful 
employment for our people. our initiatives nurture our land and water, 
support the growth of vibrant and connected communities, and aim to 
create an economically and environmentally sustainable future for our 
region.

Hikurangi enterprises and its associated entities (the Hikurangi Group) 
currently include a number of social enterprises. one of these, Hikurangi 
Bioactives Limited Partnership (Hikurangi Bioactives LP), explores ways 
to use natural resources to develop high-value, scientifically-tested, 
natural health products and medicines that may be used to help treat 
illnesses such as diabetes, acne, eczema and anxiety. Hikurangi Bioactives 
LP is creating intellectual property and aims to generate new jobs and 
income from the growing and processing of natural extracts.

Hikurangi enterprises is now offering an opportunity for te tairawhiti 
whanau and other supporters to invest in business opportunities 
being pursued by the Hikurangi Group through its subsidiary Waiapu 
Investments Limited (WIL or the company), a new company set up for 
this purpose. WIL in turn, initially plans to invest in Hikurangi Hemp 
Holdings Limited (Hikurangi Hemp Holdings), alongside Hikurangi 
Bioactives LP. Hikurangi Hemp Holdings wholly owns Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company Limited (Hikurangi Cannabis Company), an entity aiming to 
manufacture and supply medicinal cannabis under government licences. 
WIL’s investment in Hikurangi Hemp Holdings, if it progresses, will 
therefore give WIL a stake in Hikurangi Cannabis Company. 

the first priority for Hikurangi enterprises is to support the development 
of a registered medicine extracted from cannabis that is grown, 
processed and licensed in this region. 

as we look to the future, we see a pathway to achieve wellbeing for 
our land and our people through the development of premium natural 
health products. our goal is to improve the lives of those who live in te 
tairawhiti and across aotearoa new Zealand, and also to improve the 
health and quality of life for those people around the world who will 
benefit from our products.

We now invite you to join us as we work to transform                               
our people, our land and the health and wellbeing of    
people everywhere.

Panapa ehau 
Founder & Director
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The offer at a glance

this Information memorandum relates to an offer to invest in non-voting 
shares in WIL at $1 per share (offer). WIL is raising up to $2 million 
through equity crowdfunding on Pledgeme. WIL is also aiming to raise 
a further amount from other investors outside of the crowdfunding 
campaign. Investors will receive one non-voting share in WIL for every 
dollar they invest.

WIL is an investment company established by Hikurangi enterprises 
to raise capital to invest in economically, socially and environmentally 
sustainable businesses based in te tairawhiti. the first investment 
opportunity is for WIL to invest in Hikurangi Cannabis Company’s 
medicinal cannabis venture on the terms and conditions set out below 
and in this Information memorandum.

In particular, WIL has entered into a conditional subscription agreement 
with Hikurangi Hemp Holdings. one of the key conditions of subscription 
is the grant of a medicinal Cannabis Cultivation Licence (please see 
under the headings “medicinal Cannabis Cultivation Licence” at page 20 
and “the Licences” at page 28 for more information about this licence) 
to Hikurangi Cannabis Company. WIL’s investment in Hikurangi Hemp 
Holdings is also conditional on at least $500,000 being raised under the 
offer. once these conditions are satisfied, two things will happen:

•	 Hikurangi Bioactives LP, one of the Hikurangi Group entities, will 
transfer such of its assets relating to the medical cannabis business 
as exists at the time of transfer; and

•	 WIL will invest money raised from its investors, minus expenses 
and other administrative costs (please see the heading “use of 
Waiapu Investments Limited funds” at page 30 for more information 
about WIL’s costs that will be met from proceeds of the offer), to 
subscribe for shares in Hikurangi Hemp Holdings. Hikurangi Hemp 
Holdings will in turn use the subscription money from WIL (minus a 
provision for short to medium term working capital) to subscribe for 
shares in Hikurangi Cannabis Company.
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as a result, WIL will become a co-investor in Hikurangi Hemp Holdings 
alongside Hikurangi Bioactives LP (please see the structure chart at page 
15 for more information).

after WIL’s investment in Hikurangi Hemp Holdings, it is possible that 
Hikurangi Cannabis Company will seek additional investment from other 
institutional investors. this amount will depend on whether Hikurangi 
Cannabis Company requires additional funding, other than through WIL, 
for the Business.

Hikurangi Cannabis Company’s plans for growing, processing, 
manufacturing and exporting operations may create many new jobs on 
the east Coast and may substantially increase household income to the 
community through new jobs and indirect economic benefits. 

While most of the revenue created in the first few years will be used to 
grow the production and customer base of Hikurangi Cannabis Company, 
the company aims to create modest profits to return to shareholders 
within the first three years. 

there will be restrictions on selling all WIL shares (please see under the 
heading “rights attached to the shares” at page 26 for more information 
about the rights and restrictions relating to the shares in WIL being 
offered).

the Pledgeme offer will roll out through two consecutive stages. the first 
stage in early may is a series of meetings in east Coast communities from 
te araroa to Gisborne. Local residents will be able to sign up for shares 
at these meetings. after the last of these meetings, shares remaining of 
the 2,000,000 shares on offer will be offered to new Zealanders living 
elsewhere, the offer will go live on the Pledgeme platform at 7pm on 
tuesday 8th may. 

If the medicinal Cannabis Cultivation Licence is not granted to Hikurangi 
Cannabis Company, Hikurangi Bioactives LP will not be transferring its 
assets associated with the Business to Hikurangi Cannabis Company and 

WIL will not subscribe for shares in Hikurangi Hemp Holdings. In this case, 
the board of directors of WIL will decide how best to use the funds raised 
under the offer. options include investing in other business ventures of 
the Hikurangi Group in accordance with WIL’s objectives or returning 
the money to investors, minus expenses and other administrative costs 
(please see the heading “use of Waiapu Investments Limited funds” at 
page 30 for more information about WIL’s costs relating to the offer). 

medical terms used but not defined in this Information memorandum have 
the meaning given to those terms in the Glossary at page 42.
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Waiapu Investments Limited

WIL is a new investment company established by Hikurangi enterprises 
to raise capital to invest in economically, socially and environmentally 
sustainable businesses based in te tairawhiti.

WIL was established to provide accessible opportunities for local people 
and other supporters to invest in projects supported by Hikurangi 
enterprises and reflects the importance Hikurangi enterprises places on 
truly local economic development. 

Initially, WIL will focus on enterprises that are pre-revenue, that is, 
enterprises or companies that are not yet generating income. these types 
of investments carry significant risk of failing to achieve commercial 
success, but they also have potential to realise good returns for 
shareholders within five to ten years.

WIL aims to be prudent in selecting the ventures it backs, taking 
independent advice where appropriate. 

at this stage, WIL is only planning to invest in ventures associated with or 
led by Hikurangi enterprises and its associated entities. 

Prior to the offer, WIL has entered into a conditional subscription 
agreement with Hikurangi Hemp Holdings, the sole shareholder of 
Hikurangi Cannabis Company. the conditional subscription agreement is 
an investment opportunity for WIL to take a stake in Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company’s business, which aims to manufacture and supply medicinal 
cannabis. WIL’s investment in Hikurangi Hemp Holdings is conditional 
on a few conditions, the key one being the grant of a medical Cannabis 
Cultivation Licence to Hikurangi Cannabis Company. WIL’s investment in 
Hikurangi Hemp Holdings is also conditional on at least $500,000 being 
raised under the offer. If the investment in Hikurangi Hemp Holdings 
materialises, WIL become a co-investor in Hikurangi Hemp Holdings 

alongside Hikurangi Bioactives LP (please see the structure chart at page 
15 for more information).

other than the investment opportunity in Hikurangi Hemp Holdings, WIL 
has no other investments planned at this time. there is a risk that the 
investment in Hikurangi Hemp Holdings does not materialise because, 
for example, the medicinal Cannabis Cultivation Licence is not granted 
to Hikurangi Cannabis Company. In this case, the board of directors of 
WIL will decide how best to use the funds raised under the offer. options 
include investing in other business ventures of the Hikurangi Group in 
accordance with WIL’s objectives set out below or returning the money 
to the investors, minus expenses and other administrative costs (please 
see the heading “use of Waiapu Investments Limited funds” at page 30 
for more information about WIL’s costs that will be met from proceeds of 
the offer).

Objectives

through our investments, we seek to:

•	 generate sustainable wealth for investors and communities

•	 create sustainable local economic development and employment

•	 enable local ownership of innovative ventures and new  
intellectual property

•	 harness the power of the land and people while nurturing both.
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Kaupapa and Values

WIL supports businesses and projects that aim to:

•	 create local jobs on the East Coast

•	 apply local knowledge to local situations

•	 create opportunities for local people to lead local development

•	 be conducted at the highest ethical, quality and  
environmental standards.

WIL embeds kaupapa maori values in all of its business activities, 
relationships with communities and interactions with the environment. 

our values are:

•	 Ponotanga/tikanga/manaakitanga: integrity, honesty, openness, 
transparency, knowing and hospitality

•	 Mauitanga: innovation, creativity and resourcefulness

•	 Kaitiakitanga and taonga tuku iho: sustainable stewardship and 
responsibility for the treasures with which we have been entrusted

•	 Whanaungatanga: recognition of whakapapa and the generations 
that have gone, those still to come and the importance of enduring 
relationships 

•	 Wairuatanga: acknowledgement of the spiritual and metaphysical 
dimensions of our work and all relationships

•	 Te Tiriti o Waitangi: acknowledging that we have our own systems, 
power and authority to protect our whanau, whenua and whakapapa
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Board of Directors

Hikurangi enterprises has chosen the inaugural 
board members for WIL based on their 
alignment with the goals and values of the 
company along with the experience, skills and 
networks they bring.

the board will at all times operate in the best 
interests of the company and will retain full 
authority to make decisions about how much, 
if any, funds to invest in specific projects. the 
WIL board also has full authority to make 
decisions about how much, if any, dividends 
are paid to investors each year.

the board recognises that other investors and 
co-owners will be involved in each venture 
for which WIL provides funds. at times, WIL 
may have an opportunity to appoint board 
members for the ventures. at other times, WIL 
may be a completely passive shareholder. 

the WIL board of directors is as follows:

Panapa ehau uepohatu - as a co-founder of 
Hikurangi enterprises I am passionate about 
the well-being of our whanau and our whenua. 
I grew up in ruatorea and returned to the 
east Coast five years ago to raise my young 
family after two decades of study, travel and 
business experience. It is with great honour 
and excitement that I am privileged to walk 
alongside our whanau and supporters to 
explore and create opportunities to benefit 
our people now and for future generations. 
as a director and trustee on a number of the 
Hikurangi Group entities I am focused on 
transparency and success.

Kevin dell - I was a commercial partner in aWS 
Legal, Southland for about 40 years. during 
that time I was President of the Southland 
district law Society and on the Board of the 
new Zealand Law Society. I was also on the 
boards of Lawlink, a group of new Zealand 
legal firms and an Invercargill City Council 
controlled company. I recently retired with my 
wife Hinetu to ruatorea.

Jacqui Poutu - ngati ngaronoa te aitanga a 
Hauiti, ngati Hau uepohatu - I am passionate 
about bringing our people together as multiple 
whanau, hapu and iwi – acknowledging the 
mana of those before us and those whom 
continue to work tirelessly for us. aligning to 
this honour, as a director, my focus will be on 
intergenerational wellbeing through looking 
after the locals, their needs and expectations. 
I believe we should embrace who we are 
and do the best we can in each generation 
to help each other. my background has 
enabled me to work for our people in tertiary 
education, health, policy analysis and advising, 
investment, governance, representation and 
te tiriti o Waitangi. I like ‘systems’ so I studied 
a Bachelor of Science majoring in neuro 
anatomy and Structural Biology (otago), and 
a masters of Public Policy (Victoria). Creating 
the conditions for systems to be relevant to 
us, our way, I think is an intergenerational 
discussion. I hope to contribute something 
positive to it. I serve on multiple boards in the 
tertiary education and community sectors and 
currently work with policy at te taura Whiri i 
te reo māori (the māori Language Commission).

Panapa ehau Kevin dell

Jacqui Poutu Carey manuel

trevor moeke
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Carey manuel - te Whanau-a-takimoana - 
tena koutou e te whanau, ko Carey manuel 
ahau. I love working with our whanau, hapu 
and iwi to develop opportunities for our people 
to thrive and I am stoked to be working with 
our people to develop those opportunities on 
the Coast. after studying at otago university, 
I practised law for seven years in tauranga 
moana specialising in environmental Law and 
maori legal issues. I am currently the Chief 
operations officer at Poutiri trust, a maori 
charitable health trust based in te Puke, which 
provides community health services to whanau 
throughout the Bay of Plenty. I am based  
in tauranga moana with my partner and our 
two tamariki.

trevor moeke - Horouta.  takitimu. mataatua. 
as a weaver of people, business and narrative, 
I effect positive change in all I pursue.  through 
a career in both public and private sectors I 
have held multiple board, chair and strategic 
advisor positions across investment and 
education entities. I am currently the Principal 
advisor, Crown maori Capability for the new 
Zealand treasury and director for Kahungunu 
assets Holding Company. I am co-founder 
of the World Indigenous nations Higher 
education Consortium and was chief executive 
of maori broadcasting funding agency te 
mangai Paho (tmP). Piki te Kaha.  Piki te ora. 
Piki the Wairua. 

The board is supported by professional  
legal, regulatory, tax and investment  
specialists as required.
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WIL’s first investment

Please see under the heading “the offer at a glance” at page 6 for 
information about the conditional nature of WIL’s investment in Hikurangi 
Hemp Holdings, which in turn will invest in Hikurangi Cannabis Company. 
the following sections assume that the key condition, the grant of the 
medicinal Cannabis Cultivation Licence to Hikurangi Cannabis Company, 
will be satisfied. 

WIL’s first investment in Hikurangi Hemp Holdings will be to support the 
production of the first medical cannabis product grown, manufactured, 
clinically trialled and registered in new Zealand.

medicine development is a high risk investment. the offer is being 
made in a regulatory environment which currently prohibits many of the 
activities planned by Hikurangi Cannabis Company. the business case 
for the offer is built on the expectation of a law change in new Zealand 
sponsored by the minister of Health to allow commercial production of 
medical cannabis.. the misuse of drugs (medicinal Cannabis) amendment 
Bill (Bill) is currently going through parliamentary process with no 
guarantee that the law will change. 

In the event the law does not change, there is still the opportunity for 
Hikurangi Cannabis Company to do clinical research for new medical 
cannabis products. Intellectual property developed from successful  
trials can then be licensed to companies in other jurisdictions to grow  
the plants and manufacture the medicine. this scenario is not one  
that has been outlined in this document, but remains an option if the 
plans for export and producing medicines domestically are prevented 
from happening.

While the rewards from developing novel treatments for health 
conditions can be large, there is a real risk that the investment made in 
plant growing infrastructure, breeding and medical science, including 
clinical trials, may not be successful. You should only invest money in WIL 
that you can afford to lose.

the investment sector is highly regulated and the board of WIL will 
ensure it complies with all relevant legislation and regulations.
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Producing Medicinal Cannabis Products

medical cannabis has been shown through medical research and clinical 
trials to be a potential treatment for a wide range of health conditions. 
for a brief but comprehensive overview of existing evidence we suggest 
reading a recent paper entitled Practical considerations in medical 
cannabis administration and dosing by macCallum, C. a. et al. in the 
european Journal of Internal medicine , Volume 49 , 12 - 19 (January 
2018). 

until now, affordable access to medical cannabis has been denied to all 
but a few patients in aotearoa new Zealand. medical Cannabis awareness 
new Zealand estimates there are at least 25,000 people in new Zealand 
who would use medicinal cannabis products if they were made affordable 
and accessible through pharmacies and doctors. other research1 has 
suggested over 150,000 new Zealanders already use cannabis to help 
with health issues. 

In new Zealand, growing, extracting, and manufacturing cannabis 
for therapeutic use can, at this time, only be undertaken for scientific 
research. under the misuse of drugs act 1975 (act) all such cultivation 
and production requires a licence.

the Bill, if passed, would change the legal environment for such activities.

among other things, the explanation note of the Bill states that the Bill 
will provide a regulation-making power to enable the setting of standards 
that products manufactured, imported and supplied under a licence under 
the act must meet. the explanation note further states that the ability 
under the act to set and require minimum quality standards for cannabis 
products will improve patient safety and give medical practitioners 

1 https://www.health.govt.nz/publication/cannabis-use-2012-13-new-zealand-health-

survey this moH report published in 2015 suggests that nearly 400,000 new Zealanders 

use cannabis and 42% say they use it for medical purposes to help with health conditions.

confidence about the available products. 

It is also intended that an agency to oversee the cultivation and 
manufacture of cannabis produced domestically will be established to 
make sure new Zealand complies with its obligations under the united 
nations’ drug Conventions.

according to the ministry of Health website, the timeline for the Bill to 
go through Parliamentary process is likely to be around 12 months from 
the date of its introduction in december 2017. after considering public 
submissions on the Bill, the Health Select Committee will report back to 
Parliament with any recommended changes by July 2018.

the time for the legislative development and implementation of  
the proposed scheme regulating commercial manufacture of cannabis 
products is yet to be confirmed. It is assumed a number of licences 
covering different activities will be required by such regulations  
which Hikurangi Cannabis Company Limited is currently in the process  
of obtaining.

a description of the licences Hikurangi Cannabis Company requires to 
fully realise the Business under the current law (which may change under 
the legislative developments) are set out under the headings “medicinal 
Cannabis Cultivation Licence” at page 20 and “the Licences” at page 28.
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Proposed Structure

the following diagram shows the proposed 
structure of the companies involved in the 
medical cannabis venture and how WIL 
receives investor funds that flow into Hikurangi 
Hemp Holdings and Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company. 

Hikurangi Cannabis Company proposes to 
use the funds invested by WIL in the manner 
set out under the heading “use of Waiapu 
Investments Limited funds” at page 30. 

this is the structure anticipated  
on the basis of current expectations about 
licensing and anticipated success of the WIL 
capital raising activities (including the offer).

Hikurangi Huataukina 
Charitable trust

Hikurangi enterprises Ltd

Hikurangi Bioactives 
Limited Partnership

Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company Ltd

new Zealand 
nutraceuticals Ltd

private investors  
via PledgeMe and  

other investors

Hikurangi Hemp  
Holdings Ltd

Waiapu Investments 
Limited
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the following table describes the purpose of each of the companies.

Company description Board

Hikurangi enterprises Limited a charitable company set up by passionate local residents to drive job 
creation and economic development in te tairawhiti.

Panapa ehau, mateawa Keelan, eliz 
ngarimu, Bella Paenga

Hikurangi Huataukina Charitable trust a charitable trust set up as the sole shareholder of Hikurangi enterprises  
to distribute earnings to charitable causes.

Lillian Baldwin-tangaere, Kevin dell, 
Panapa ehau, Wi mackey

new Zealand nutraceuticals Limited a private investment company established to fund early stage projects  
in partnership with Hikurangi enterprises.

manu Caddie, damian Skinner

Hikurangi Bioactives Limited Partnership a joint venture limited partnership between Hikurangi enterprises and 
new Zealand nutraceuticals to lead research, develop key relationships to 
identify the health potential of bioactive extracts, create and manage related 
intellectual property and to commercialise products. this partnership gives 
governance control to new Zealand nutraceuticals. Hikurangi enterprises 
receives 60% of earnings and new Zealand nutraceuticals receives 40%.

manu Caddie, Panapa ehau, damian 
Skinner

Waiapu Investments Limited an investment company that enables investors from te tairawhiti and 
elsewhere to invest in opportunities being pursued by the Hikurangi Group. 
the board is appointed by Hikurangi enterprises.

Kevin dell, Panapa ehau, Carey manuel, 
trevor moeke, Jacqui Poutu

Hikurangi Hemp Holdings Limited a holding company that allows WIL to invest in the medical cannabis  
venture with Hikurangi Bioactives LP. an institutional investor may be sought 
to partner with Hikurangi Hemp Holdings.

manu Caddie, Panapa ehau

Hikurangi Cannabis Company Limited an operating company that will own and manage all aspects of the medicinal 
cannabis product development and commercialisation. 

manu Caddie, Panapa ehau (additional 
directors to be appointed post capital 
raise)
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WIL and Hikurangi Bioactives LP have agreed on a constitution and 
shareholders’ agreement for their shareholding in Hikurangi Hemp 
Holdings, key terms of which include the following:

WIL and Hikurangi Bioactives LP will have voting shares and director 
appointment rights for their shareholding in Hikurangi Hemp Holdings. 
each party will have the right to appoint two directors or, in the case  
of WIL, one director if it holds less than 50% of the shares in Hikurangi  
Hemp Holdings.

•	 Hikurangi Bioactives LP will have the right to nominate a chair with 
a casting vote provided that new Zealand nutraceuticals Limited 
remains a limited partner in Hikurangi Bioactives LP and manu 
Caddie and damian Skinner remain as controlling shareholders of 
new Zealand nutraceuticals Limited.

•	 WIL will be contractually obliged under the shareholders’ agreement 
to vote as directed by Hikurangi Bioactives LP on major transactions. 

•	 If a major transaction consists of the sale of all or a substantial 
part of Hikurangi Hemp Holdings’ interest in the Business, the sale 
proceeds, after application of that part of those proceeds required 
to repay any debt or pay any costs, will be distributed to Hikurangi 
Bioactives LP and WIL pro-rata their shareholdings in Hikurangi 
Hemp Holdings.

•	 Share transfers or sales will be subject to the pre-emptive rights 
set out in, or will need to be otherwise permitted under, the 
shareholders’ agreement. the pre-emptive rights on transfer are 
designed to give the shareholders the first right to buy (where the 
other party wishes to sell their shares in Hikurangi Hemp Holdings). 

Hikurangi Hemp Holdings Limited

It is assumed that an institutional investor(s) will be necessary alongside 
WIL to raise the full amount of required funds for the cannabis venture and 
that such an investor will only deal with one other investor in the cannabis 
operating company. on the basis of these assumptions, Hikurangi Hemp 
Holdings will invest or transfer all its assets, including the investment from 
WIL, to the operating company which will be Hikurangi Cannabis Company.
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Hikurangi Cannabis Company Limited

Based in ruatorea, Hikurangi Cannabis Company aims to be the first 
producer of pharmaceutical grade cannabis in new Zealand, the first to 
conduct a clinical trial of a new Zealand made medical cannabis product 
and the first to export medical cannabis products from new Zealand. 
the company has a number of paths to market for a range of therapeutic 
and medicine products derived from legal cannabis extracts, subject to 
legislation changes permitting that.

Hikurangi Cannabis Company will be a vertically integrated medical 
cannabis company, meaning it will have control of the value chain 
from seed to sale as a finished product. It is focused on the breeding and 
selection of high quality medical cannabis strains, cultivation, harvesting 
and processing, extraction, manufacturing and associated intellectual 
property from all stages of the medicinal cannabis production process. 
the company will also fund research and provide education about 
hemp and cannabis products while managing branding, marketing and 
distribution of those products. 

Hikurangi Cannabis Company is currently working with the ministry 
of Health (new Zealand government medical cannabis regulators) to 
complete a licence to take its cannabidiol (CBd) extract to clinical 
trials. this involves substantial documentation (over 100 pages) being 
submitted to the ministry of Health on behalf of Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company along with a 35 page document for the draft clinical trial 
protocols including formulation and administration plans prepared by 
independent medical researchers for Hikurangi Cannabis Company. the 
medical research team assembled to design and oversee the clinical trial 
are led by new Zealand researchers, but include researchers in australia 
and the uK including a past president of the International Cannabinoid 
research Society. 

the ministry of Health have said they will process the application within 
45 working days unless further information is required. this is a ground-
breaking licence application and government officials will need to 
consider the application carefully and determine what information they 
require, there is a chance they will ask for more information than what 

is in the documentation submitted and that may mean delays in the 
timeframes for a decision. Hikurangi Cannabis Company and WIL are 
confident the requirements can be met and a licence will be granted. 
If this licence is granted in a timely manner, it is hoped that Phase one 
(pharmacokinetics, safety and dose tolerance) of the trials will start in 
mid-2019 and conclude by the end of that year. 

If proven safe, Hikurangi Cannabis Company may have a product to 
market early in 2020. at this point, other medical researchers around the 
world may be given the opportunity to trial the extract as a medicine to 
treat specific medical conditions. 

Hikurangi Cannabis Company may use existing plant strains or new 
varieties as the feed material for the product to be taken to clinical trial.

Asset Valuation

the cannabis related assets of Hikurangi Bioactives LP have a value 
of nZ$4,000,000. this has been assessed for Hikurangi Bioactives LP 
and independently verified for WIL. If the medical Cannabis Cultivation 
Licence is granted to Hikurangi Cannabis Company, these assets of 
Hikurangi Bioactives LP will be transferred to Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company. the transfer of the assets will give Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company a valuation of $4 million prior to receiving any further 
investments from WIL (through Hikurangi Hemp Holdings) or other 
institutional investor(s). 

assuming WIL’s Pledgeme offer raises its maximum of $2,000,000, 
$1,000,000 is raised from exempt investors and the combined amount 
(minus the capital raising and other set-up costs) is invested as described, 
the cannabis operations company will have a post-investment value of 
$6,640,000 (minus the capital raising and other set-up costs) (please see 
the heading “use of Waiapu Investments Limited funds” at page 30 for 
more information about WIL’s costs and Hikurangi Cannabis Company’s 
liabilities and expenses that will be met from proceeds of the offer). 
Hikurangi Cannabis Company will then seek to raise a further $4,000,000 
from other investors to create a post-investment value of approximately 
$10,640,000.
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 The crowdfunding share offer

equity crowdfunding is an online offering of private company shares to a 
group of people for investment. It enables people who support the aims 
of a venture to fund start-up companies in return for equity. In this case, 
investors will invest in WIL and receive a share of the ownership of the 
business. If the business succeeds, its value may go up and so may the 
value of each share in that business—the opposite is also true.

Because equity crowdfunding involves investment in commercial 
enterprises, it is subject to securities and financial regulations by the 
government. In new Zealand, the financial markets Conduct act 2013 
regulates this new type of capital raising. the Pledgeme.equity platform 
helps businesses harness the power of their crowd to raise capital without 
the usual legal and compliance costs for a regular offer of shares to the 
public. 

Pledgeme is licensed and approved by the financial markets authority to 
enable companies like WIL to sell shares in exchange for investment from 
their supporters and the public. Companies can raise up to $2,000,000 in 
a 12 month period through licensed platforms like Pledgeme.

Crowdfunding is different to traditional investing in publicly traded stocks 
and shares. With crowdfunding, there is an emphasis on the cause being 
supported as much as there is on financial return to shareholders. WIL is 
using crowdfunding because we are looking for investors who share in 
our values and vision.

 
the Pledgeme offer will roll out in two consecutive stages in early may. 
the first stage is a series of meetings in east Coast communities from 
te araroa to Gisborne. Local residents will be able to sign up for shares 
at these meetings. after the last of these meetings, shares remaining of 
the 2,000,000 shares on offer will be available to new Zealanders living 
elsewhere, the offer will go live on the Pledgeme platform at 7pm on 
tuesday 8th may.  

WIL PledgeMe share offer details

the WIL Pledgeme share offer is offering up to two million shares in WIL 
as follows:

•	 price per share = nZ$1.00

•	 minimum individual investment = $50 (50 shares)

•	 minimum capital raising condition: $500,000

•	 maximum condition: $2,000,000 from the crowd through Pledgeme, 
plus any amount raised from investors who can otherwise comply 
with the requirements in the financial markets Control act 2013 
(such that only limited disclosures need to be made to them).

•	 investors must be new Zealand citizens or residents, 18 years or 
older verified by a valid Id document.
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WIL Shareholding details

If and when the medicinal Cannabis Cultivation Licence is granted, the 
portion of the funds raised by WIL will be used to purchase shares in 
Hikurangi Hemp Holdings.

Shareholding details of WIL prior to the offer and following the offer is 
set out below. 

SCenarIo: WIL raises $3,000,000

Pre-raise Post-raise

Shareholder no. of shares ownership % Shareholder no. of shares ownership %

Hikurangi 
enterprises 

Hikurangi 
enterprises 

150,000 non 
voting shares

1 voting share

83% Hikurangi 
enterprises

150,001 4.7%

WIL directors 30,000 0.9%

WIL directors 30,000 17% new WIL 
shareholders 
via Pledgeme

2,000,000 62.9%

new WIL 
shareholders 
who are exempt 
investors

1,000,000 31.5%

total 180,001 100% total 3,180,001 100%
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WIL valuation

WIL has a pre-money valuation of $180,001, which is the value of 180,001 
shares, prior to the capital raise. the company will not hold any tangible 
assets until after capital is raised - $180,001 is a goodwill value.

Medicinal Cannabis Cultivation Licence

as set out under the heading “the offer at a glance”, WIL’s investment in 
Hikurangi Hemp Holdings is conditional on Hikurangi Cannabis Company 
being granted a medicinal Cannabis Cultivation Licence. this licence 
has been applied for but has not yet been issued to Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company as the ministry of Health is still working through the application. 
Hikurangi Cannabis Company will require additional licences (for example, 
a Licence to deal in a Controlled drug and a Licence to manufacture 
medicines) over time. these can only be applied for once the facilities 
and systems are in place to extract and manufacture products. WIL’s 
investment in Hikurangi Hemp Holdings, however, is not conditional on 
the grant of further licences other than the medicinal Cannabis Cultivation 
Licence. more information about the licences relating to Hikurangi 
Cannabis Company’s medicinal cannabis venture are set out under the 
heading “the Licences” at page 28.
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Hikurangi Hemp Holdings Shareholding details

If WIL raises $3,000,000 ($2,000,000 from Pledgeme investors and $1,000,000 from other exempt 
investors) it will use $2,640,000 of investor funds to purchase 2,640,000 Hikurangi Hemp Holdings 
shares giving it 39.8% ownership in that company. the remaining $360,000 is used to pay Pledgeme 
and northington Partners (the investment advisors managing the capital raise for WIL and Hikurangi 
Cannabis Company outside of the Pledgeme crowdfunding process) their fees and the balance 
held to pay for WIL management expenses over the first two years. Please see the table under the 
heading “use of Waiapu Investments Limited funds” at page 30 for more information about WIL’s 
costs and Hikurangi Cannabis Company’s liabilities and expenses that will be met from proceeds  
of the offer, 

Shareholding details of Hikurangi Hemp Holdings before and after WIL’s subscription for its shares 
are set out below based on WIL raising $3,000,000.  

Hikurangi Hemp Holdings

eXamPLe: WIL raises $3,000,000 and subscribes to 2,640,000 shares in Hikurangi Hemp Holdings.

Pre-subscription Post-subscription

Shareholder no. of shares ownership % Shareholder no. of shares ownership %

Hikurangi 
Bioactives LP

4,000,000 100%

Hikurangi 
Bioactives LP

4,000,000 60.2%

WIL 2,640,000 39.8%

total 4,000,000 100% total 6,640,000 100%

Hikurangi Hemp Holdings will use the subscription money received from WIL (minus a provision for 
short to medium term working capital) to subscribe for shares in Hikurangi Cannabis Company.
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Hikurangi Cannabis Company Shareholding details

Post the WIL investment into Hikurangi Hemp Holdings, which in turn 
will invest in Hikurangi Cannabis Company, the intention is for Hikurangi 
Cannabis Company to secure an institutional investor to contribute 
up to another $4,000,000. If WIL raises $3,000,0000 and invests 
$2,640,000 in Hikurangi Hemp Holdings, the institutional investor would 
bring the total market capitalisation of Hikurangi Cannabis Company 
up to, approximately, $10,640,000, with 62.4% held by Hikurangi Hemp 
Holdings and 37.6% held by the institutional investor. the constitution 
and shareholders’ agreement for Hikurangi Cannabis Company will 
be negotiated with the institutional investor at the time of when such 
investment is sought. at this stage, it is contemplated that: 

•	 Hikurangi Hemp Company will be able to appoint the majority of the 
board of Hikurangi Cannabis Company. 

•	 Certain affairs of Hikurangi Cannabis Company will likely be decided 
by special majority vote of directors (e.g. requiring the approval of 
the institutional investor’s appointed director). these matters are 
likely to include adopting a business plan and annual budget (and 
any material changes to those) and any material change to the scope 
of Hikurangi Cannabis Company’s business.

•	 at another level, special resolution of the shareholders (75% of the 
shareholding interests) or unanimous consents of shareholders will 
be required by law for certain of Hikurangi Cannabis Company’s 
affairs, for example, amending the constitution of the company, 
entering into a “major transaction”, taking steps to liquidate the 
company and other matters set out in s 107 of the Companies act 
1993.

Shareholding details of Hikurangi Cannabis Company before and after 
seeking further institutional investment are set out on the next page.
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Hikurangi Cannabis Company

eXamPLe: WIL raises $3,000,000 and subscribes to 2,640,000 shares in Hikurangi Hemp Holdings, 
and an institutional investor(s) subscribes for 4,000,000 new shares in Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company.

Pre-raise Post-raise

Shareholder no. of shares ownership % Shareholder no. of shares ownership %

Hikurangi Hemp 

Holdings
6,640,000 100%

Hikurangi Hemp 

Holdings
6,640,000 62.4%

Institutional 

Investor
4,000,000 37.6%

total 6,640,000 100% total 10,640,000 100%
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WIL Financial Forecasts

the following tables show potential return on investment for WIL. these 
forecasts assume a number of critical milestones being achieved by 
Hikurangi Cannabis Company as well as events generally outside the 
control of Hikurangi Cannabis Company occurring. these assumptions are 
set out below. there is no guarantee that the forecasts will be met, if at 
all, and/or within the timeframes provided.

march 2019 march 2020 march 2021 march 2022

Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company net Profit

-2,379,994 4,811,580 5,450,772 5,772,770

revenue to WIL 
(Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company paying 
40% of profits to in 
Year 2)

0 477,986 541,484 568,505

WIL operational 
expenses (admin, 
accounting & 
governance)

-50,000 -50,000 -50,000 -50,000

Gross dividend to 
WIL investors

0 427,986 491,484 518,505

WIL shares: 3,180,001 3,180,001 3,180,001 3,180,001

dividend per share 0 $0.13 $0.15 $0.16

return on 
Investment

0 13% 15% 16%

Assumptions

the returns shown left are based on a range of assumptions including 
(but not limited to):

•	 Legislation is passed this year allowing Hikurangi Cannabis Company to 

commercially produce medical cannabis products.

•	 WIL raises $2,000,000 from the Pledgeme crowdfunding campaign and $1m 

additional funds from other exempt investors for its investment of the shares 

in Hikurangi Hemp Holdings. Hikurangi Hemp Holdings will invest subscription 

money from WIL in Hikurangi Cannabis Company. 

•	 an institutional investor invests $4,000,000 into Hikurangi Cannabis 

Company giving Hikurangi Hemp Holdings 62.4% shareholding in of Hikurangi 

Cannabis Company. 

•	 up to $5m being raised through government grants and the balance of 

approximately $4m through equipment finance.

•	 rhizo Sciences’s non-binding letter of intent is converted into a supply 

contract generating $15m in revenue by Year 2. (Please see the heading 

“What’s been done already?” at page 32 for more information about Hikurangi 

Cannabis Company’s relationship with rhizo Sciences).

•	 By June 2018, Hikurangi Cannabis Company is issued a medical Cannabis 

Cultivation Licence, by october 2018 land is secured and resource Consents 

are granted for new facilities, by february 2019 a Licence to manufacture 

medicines is granted and GmP certification awarded to enable production of 

the first products for clinical trials. Clinical trials begin by may 2019 and large 

scale whole exports begin by June 2019.

•	 $10m of the $16m total raised is used to build 10,000m2 greenhouses and 

processing facilities in ruatorea. 

•	 revenue growth by 2020 will come from both exports of CBd extract to 

international supply partners and the development of  

a modest domestic market.

•	 Hikurangi Cannabis Company board agrees to pay out 40% of net profit after 

tax in Year 3.

•	 WIL keeps overheads to $50,000/year. overall expenses forecasts for both 

WIL and Hikurangi Cannabis Company in current business plans are the 

same or lower than budgeted, and overall revenue is the same or higher than 

budgeted. 
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•	 revenue from sale of currently avaiiable cannabis variety estimated at $250k. 

In fY2019 there will be limited production as the facility will not be running at 

full capacity.

•	 a shell staff during the first year will run the outdoor grow operations and 

processing facility. Staff and consumables are estimated at 20% of year 1 

forecast from rhizo.

•	 a corporate tax rate of 28%. tax losses are carried forward from fY2019 to 

fY2020. 

•	 Interest on equipment finance is 7% and interest only. depreciation is 

calculated at 10% of overall capital expenditure.

Rights attached to the shares

all shares in WIL - except for one “founder” share with full voting rights 
held by Hikurangi enterprises - are “non-founder” shares. the offer is 
for non-founder Shares in WIL. non-founder shares do not give the 
holder the right to vote at meetings of shareholders. In very limited 
circumstances (to ensure the shareholder’s core rights are protected) 
each non-founder share gives the holder the right to one vote. this only 
occurs where there is a proposal or resolution that will affect the rights 
attached to the non-founder share. 

a non-founder share otherwise confers, on the holder: the right to an 
equal share in dividends and other distributions made by WIL (subject 
to the rights of any other class of share); and the right to an equal share 
in the distribution of surplus assets of WIL. non-founder shares have no 
rights to vote on removal or appointment of directors.

Subject to the restrictions on share transfers contained in the WIL 
constitution, investors will be permitted to sell or transfer their shares as 
between willing sellers and buyers. In particular, for the first three months 
following the issue of shares under the offer, there will be no restrictions 
on share transfers. after the three months, share transfers will be subject 
to the restrictions set out in, or will need to be otherwise permitted under, 
the constitution (for example, sale or transfer to family members or to 

another shareholder of WIL will be permitted). the restrictions ensure 
that the shares of WIL are retained by the existing shareholders of WIL.  
WIL also intends to create an internal marketplace for shares so that a 
shareholder may appoint the company as its agent to sell its shares to the 
remaining shareholders. the remaining shareholders will be entitled to 
buy the shares on a “first come, first served” basis.

Shareholders will have pre-emptive rights over new issue of shares in 
WIL. the existing shareholders will have a first right to buy (and so 
maintain their proportionate shareholding in WIL) if, for example, WIL 
wishes to raise additional funds by issuing new shares.  the pre-emptive 
rights do not apply to exempted issues set out in the WIL constitution. 

Investors can read more about the rights attached to founder and 
non-founder shares in the WIL constitution available online at the 
new Zealand Companies office website: https://companies-register.
companiesoffice.govt.nz/

Potential return on investment

the intention is that the company will remain in the community where 
it starts. Some companies that WIL invests in (including, for example, 
Hikurangi Cannabis Company) may eventually be listed on the stock 
exchange, but there is no current intention that WIL will be listed on the 
stock exchange.

We do not know when WIL shareholders will receive dividends, but 
Hikurangi Cannabis Company aims to create a profit within the first two 
years of operation and provide a dividend to its shareholders within the 
first three years. Please see our assumptions relating to the financial 
forecasts under the heading “WIL financial forecasts” at page 25.

While WIL has no control over Hikurangi Cannabis Company and 
Hikurangi Hemp Holdings, it will use it’s best endeavours to see that it’s 
shareholders get a reasonable return.
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Warning Statement

Because we are using a crowdfunding platform to raise funds under the 
offer, we are obliged to provide a warning statement about the risks 
associated with equity crowdfunding and the offer.

this document has been prepared by Waiapu Investments Limited. the 
purpose of this document is for information in relation to the Waiapu 
Investments Limited share offer on Pledgeme. Pledgeme is licenced 
and regulated by the financial markets authority, and the public share 
offer made by Waiapu Investments Limited will only be available for 
acceptance through the Pledgeme website. other exempt investors to 
whom lighter disclosure obligations apply under the financial markets 
Conduct act 2013 will also be eligible to invest in Waiapu Investments 
Limited outside of the Pledgeme platform. 

equity crowdfunding is risky. Issuers using this facility include new or 
rapidly growing ventures. Investment in these types of business is very 
speculative and carries high risks. You may lose your entire investment, 
and must be in a position to bear this risk without undue hardship. new 
Zealand law normally requires people who offer financial products to give 
information to investors before they invest. this requires those offering 
financial products to have disclosed information that is important for 
investors to make an informed decision. the usual rules do not apply 
to offers by issuers using this facility. as a result, you may not be given 
all the information usually required. You will also have fewer other legal 
protections for this investment. ask questions, read all information given 
carefully, and seek independent financial advice before committing 
yourself.
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Appendix: 

all information contained in this appendix 
has been provided by Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company. the WIL board of directors 
has made enquiries reasonable in the 
circumstances and after doing so believe that 
there are reasonable grounds to support the 
statements contained in this appendix.

The Licences

a number of licences issued by government 
agencies are required to achieve the goals 
of Hikurangi Cannabis Company. there is no 
guarantee that the licences set out below will 
be granted, if at all, or within the timeframes 
provided.

Licence description Status

Industrial Hemp 
Licence

this licence allows for the procurement, cultivation, 
harvesting, drying, storing, possessing and supply to 
licence holders of hemp seed and plant material - and 
for the supply of Industrial Hemp products to the 
public. the ministry of Health says Industrial Hemp 
regulations do not permit the use of hemp plants for 
medical products and purposes.

Hikurangi enterprises 
has held Industrial Hemp 
licence since 2016

medical Cannabis 
Cultivation 
Licence

activities allowed under this licence include:

Growing cannabis

Harvesting cannabis

drying cannabis

Storing cannabis

Possessing cannabis and its seed

Sale or supply of cannabis plant material or seed to an 
appropriately licenced facility.

this licence is currently available and, based on 
conversations with the ministry of Health, we are 
confident it will be granted.

Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company applied for this 
licence in april 2018

Licence to deal in 
Controlled drugs

activities allowed under this licence include:

Possessing cannabis, cannabis seed or a cannabis 
product

Storing cannabis, cannabis seed or a cannabis product

extracting/processing cannabis and its seed 
(including hulling seeds)

manufacturing products from cannabis, cannabis 
extracts or cannabis seed (for scientific research only)

Selling/distributing cannabis, cannabis seed or a 
cannabis product.

Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company aim to apply 
for this licence by 
october 2018
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Licence to 
manufacture 
medicines

Good manufacturing Practice (GmP) is the term used 
to describe the systems manufacturers of medicines 
are required to have in place to ensure their products 
are consistently safe, effective and of acceptable 
quality. the requirements are expressed in a code of 
practice referred to as a Code of GmP. 

Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company aim to apply 
for this licence by 
february 2019

Consent to 
Conduct a 
Clinical trial 
establishment 
bridging finance 
debt repayment

under Section 30 of the medicines act 1981, approval 
from the director-General of Health is required before 
a clinical trial using a new medicine may commence 
in new Zealand. the approval process for clinical 
trials is administered by medsafe. a committee of the 
Health research Council of new Zealand considers 
applications and makes recommendations on whether 
trials should be approved. approvals are issued by 
medsafe under a delegation from the director-General 
of Health. 

april 2019

Licence to export 
controlled drugs

activities allowed under this licence include exporting 
one consignment of cannabis product, cannabis 
plant or seed (up to four different cultivars of plant 
or four different cannabis products are allowed per 
licence). a separate licence to export is required 
for each consignment. the exporter must also have 
a licence to deal in controlled drugs or a licence to 
cultivate a prohibited plant, to enable them to possess 
and supply the product. a licence to import must be 
provided by the importing country before a licence to 
export controlled drugs can be issued.

april 2019
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Use of Waiapu Investments Limited funds 

Based on different total raise scenarios. 

Purpose If $2.2m raised

($2m Pledgeme, $0.2m exempt 
investors)

If $3m raised

($2m Pledgeme, $1m 
exempt investors)

Hikurangi 
Cannabis 
Company 
expenses

Hikurangi medical Cannabis product Phase 1 Clinical 
trials (safety and dosage trials, 2018-19)

200,000 200,000

Staff wages first 18 months (growers, extractors, 
management)

400,000 400,000

GmP processing facility including Co2 Supercritical 
fluid extraction System

1,034,000 1,810,000

Loan repayment to Hikurangi Bioactives LP of costs 
in getting the company ready for market (legal fees, 
regulatory consultants, etc.)

230,000 230,000

WIL expenses WIL overheads (covering first two years) 200,000 200,000

northington Partners fee (3% of non-Pledgeme funds) 6,000 30,000

Pledgeme fee (6.5% of $2m) 130,000 130,000

total 2,200,000 3,000,000

any additional funds raised from an institutional investor, grants and/or loans from public funders 
will be used to build more growing and processing facilities and employ more staff sooner so 
production will increase faster.
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The cannabis opportunity 

People with health problems in aotearoa new Zealand – and around the 
world – want access to high quality, affordable and predictable medical 
cannabis products that are proven to treat a wide range of serious health 
conditions2. demand is greater than supply3, imported products are too 
expensive4 and regulations in new Zealand have prevented domestic 
production5. 

once the medicinal Cannabis Cultivation Licence is granted and the 
assets of Hikurangi Bioactives LP relating to the medical cannabis venture 
are transferred to Hikurangi Cannabis Company, it will have: 

•	 the know-how to produce high quality plants and products.

2  for a brief but comprehensive overview of existing evidence we suggest reading 

a recent paper entitled “Practical considerations in medical cannabis administration 

and dosing” by macCallum, C. a. et al. in the european Journal of Internal medicine , 

Volume 49 , 12 - 19 (January 2018). other relevant studies may include: Laprairie, r. 

B., Bagher, a. m. & Kelly, m. e. m. Cannabidiol is a negative allosteric modulator of the 

cannabinoid CB 1 receptor. 14,(2015); devinsky, o. et al.Cannabidiol: Pharmacology and 

potential therapeutic role in epilepsy and other neuropsychiatric disorders. epilepsia 

55,791–802 (2014); Izzo, a. a., Borrelli, f., Capasso, r., marzo, V. di & mechoulam, r. 

non-psychotropic plant cannabinoids : new therapeutic opportunities from an ancient 

herb. trends Pharmacol. Sci.30,515–527 (2010); the Health effects of Cannabis and 

Cannabinoids. (2017). doi:10.17226/24625; Crippa, J. a. S. et al.neural basis of anxiolytic 

effects of cannabidiol (CBd) in generalized social anxiety disorder: a preliminary report. 

J. Psychopharmacol.25,121–130 (2011); devinsky, o. et al.Cannabidiol in patients with 

treatment-resistant epilepsy : an open-label interventional trial. Lancet neurol.15,270–278 

(2016); devinsky, o. et al.trial of Cannabidiol for drug-resistant Seizures in the dravet 

Syndrome. n. engl. J. med.376,2011–2020 (2017); russo, e. B. taming tHC: Potential 

cannabis synergy and phytocannabinoid-terpenoid entourage effects. British Journal of 

Pharmacology 163,1344–1364 (2011); Zhornitsky, S. & Potvin, S. Cannabidiol in humans-

the quest for therapeutic targets. Pharmaceuticals 5,529–552 (2012); Grotenhermen, f. 

Pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of Cannabinoids. J. anal. toxicol.42,327–360 

(2003).

3 http://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/consumer-demand-and-wave-of-

innovation-in-cbd-cannabis-market-exploding-1002202086

4 https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/90557296/import-costs-spark-call-for-domestic-

medicinal-cannabis-industry

5 https://www.drugfoundation.org.nz/policy-and-advocacy/medicinal-cannabis/

•	 the land, technology and skilled people to do it.

•	 distribution pathways to new Zealanders in need and a commitment 
to providing proven cannabinoid medicines at an affordable price to 
new Zealand patients.

•	 International customers including a potential to convert a non-
binding letter of intent into a supply agreement with an overseas 
buyer and exporting potentially up to $160 million worth of 
pharmaceutical grade cannabis extracts (Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company is negotiating with three other overseas companies for 
similar arrangements).

Various statistics are available that indicate the business opportunity 
being pursued by Hikurangi Cannabis Company has significant upsides. 
Some examples are set out below. 

according to the State of Legal marijuana markets a periodic report 
by arcview market research, the global cannabis market including 
recreational, medical and ancillary markets expects to grow by 17.5% 
every year reaching to around uS$57 billion in the next ten years. Global 
investment advisors Cowan recently estimated the market could reach 
uS$75 billion by 2030. the medical cannabis market is growing to around 
30% of the whole market, while the CBd market (a subset of the medical 
cannabis market) itself is on a run to reach uS$2.1 billion by 2020.

Successive new Zealand governments have been slow to deregulate 
cannabis but public opinion, medical science and political commitment 
has progressed quickly in the last two years and legislation is expected to 
pass this year to enable the commercial production of medical cannabis 
in new Zealand. 

an april 2018 forbes magazine article suggested that at 445% annual 
growth rate, the Cannabis industry is the fastest growing job creation 
sector in the uS economy.

rapid change is happening globally and Hikurangi Cannabis Company 
aims to help drive that change for patients and producers in new 
Zealand.
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Pharmacology of cannabis

although the main psychoactive constituent of Cannabis is 
tetrahydrocannabinol (tHC), the plant is known to contain more than 
500 compounds, among them at least 113 cannabinoids; however, most of 
these “minor” cannabinoids are only produced in trace amounts. Besides 
tHC, another cannabinoid produced in high concentrations by some 
plants is CBd, which is not psychoactive but has recently been shown to 
block the effect of tHC in the nervous system and contribute to a range 
of other beneficial health effects. differences in the chemical composition 
of Cannabis varieties may produce different effects in humans.

What’s been done already?

Hikurangi enterprises and associated entities (namely, Hikurangi 
Bioactives LP) have achieved a range of medical Cannabis related 
milestones to date. following the granting of the medical Cannabis 
Cultivation Licence to Hikurangi Cannabis Company, the assets and value 
of these milestones and undertakings would reside in Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company:

•	 Licenced two properties for low-tHC cannabis cultivation and 
supported seven other local properties to secure licences and grow 
trial crops.

•	 Had two successful growing seasons producing 10,000 plants 
of approved low-tHC varieties under licences held by Hikurangi 
enterprises.

•	 Had clinical trials protocols prepared by world-class medical 
researchers: 
  
 - Product based on CBd whole plant extract. 
 
 - Phase 1 study able to commence as soon as product is ready. 
 
 - a proven safe product can be licensed to medical researchers  
   in new Zealand and around the world for testing efficacy in  
   treating specific health conditions.

•	 Commissioned what is understood to be the first Carbon dioxide 
(Co2) Supercritical fluid extraction of cannabis in new Zealand. 

•	 Commissioned analysis of 2018 crop with initial results from 
independent lab testing finding Hikurangi plants produce an extract 
with a yield of 35% cannabinoids that is 88% CBd and only 7% tHC 
of total cannabinoids. 

•	 Positive discussions with government regulators to obtain a 
medicinal Cannabis Cultivation Licence because clinical trials for a 
CBd product are part of our research and development work. 

•	 Submitted application for a Licence for medical Cannabis Cultivation 
to ministry of Health.

•	 Signed conditional agreement with Seattle-based rhizo Sciences to 
provide consultancy services in establishing cGmP (Current Good 
manufacturing Practice, i.e. pharmaceutical grade) facilities using 
north american experts to advise on growing and extraction facility 
design, procedures and process design for cGmP accreditation, 
accessing and breeding high quality genetics, optimising growing 
and extraction processes for specific production outcomes, 
identifying key markets and prioritising resources to get to market 
quickly.

•	 Have a non-binding letter of intent with rhizo Sciences for a 
potential order for extracts (CBd &/or tHC) of 3,000kg in Year 
1 rising to 12,000kg by Year 3 for export to europe, Canada &/or 
australia valued at nZ$160 million over three years provided certain 
conditions are met. In discussions with three other international 
customers for additional export orders.

•	 developed international relationships with phytosanitary certified 
seed suppliers of high-CBd, low-tHC genetic strains to optimise 
production opportunities and new IP.

•	 Secured research partners in new Zealand for breeding and genetics 
with 60 years of expertise in genetic selection and breeding.

•	 Secured partners in new Zealand with novel processes for optimising 
extraction and manufacturing services.
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•	 Secured medical research partners with internationally recognised 
expertise in clinical trials for testing the safety and efficacy of new 
natural health products and pharmaceuticals.

•	 established national coalition with four other new Zealand 
companies interested in developing the CBd export sector in new 
Zealand and secured nZ trade and enterprise support to progress 
the coalition.

•	 negotiating lease and purchase agreements for another 40ha of 
suitable land to build growing and processing facilities on near 
ruatorea.

•	 Prepared detailed financial plan demonstrating profitable company 
growing under 10,000m2 of glasshouses within two years employing 
122 staff. 

•	 Commissioned an initial freedom to operate search on existing 
Intellectual Property that may be of relevance to new Zealand 
companies developing cannabinoid-based products for new Zealand 
patients. 
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Hikurangi Cannabis Company’s 
competitive advantages

Hikurangi Cannabis Company believes that it has a number of advantages 
over potential competitors that will put WIL’s investment in Hikurangi 
Cannabis Company ahead of the pack in medicinal cannabis investments.

first in Class medSafe, the government medicines regulator, is 

currently working with Hikurangi Cannabis Company to 

ensure production processes meet their requirements 

and a number of expert consultants are assisting with 

the regulatory process and medical research design. 

Independent clinical trial protocols have been 

prepared for Hikurangi Cannabis by the medical 

research Institute of nZ, world renowned health 

researchers based in new Zealand. a two-stage pilot 

clinical trial will identify safe dosage and tolerance 

levels. Subsequent clinical trials will investigate the 

effectiveness of the product to treat one or more 

specific conditions.

Hikurangi Cannabis Company have a secure supply 

of high quality raw material. Having produced two 

successful crops to date of approximately 10,000 

plants over the 2016/2017 and 2017/2018 seasons, the 

company has the capacity to produce plant material as 

required.

a distributor with 260 pharmacies and 50 hospital 

customers has agreed to purchase the product for retail 

sales in new Zealand.

Hikurangi Cannabis Company aims to begin building 

its own climate-controlled cultivation glasshouses, 

processing facility and testing laboratory in ruatorea 

by february 2019.

Premium 
product source

new Zealand-made products command a premium 
in overseas markets and Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company will ensure the highest environmental and 
ethical standards are maintained in all activities of 
the company. Hikurangi Cannabis Limited currently 
grows its crops on certified organic land. foreseeing 
future demand, the company is working with other 
growers to achieve organic certification. this is 
easier to do in ruatorea because there have been 
very little agrichemical inputs on land in the region.

Being located in aotearoa means the company has 
the capability and capacity to produce outdoor 
grown product in the off-season from northern 
Hemisphere producers. this is most important for 
fresh-grown, whole flower product, but may also be 
significant in extracted products with a limited shelf-
life.

Competitive 
pricing

Hikurangi Cannabis Company products aim to be 
sold at a fraction of the wholesale and retail price 
of imported products. at this stage the company 
expects to have a product available for less than 
25% of the cheapest imported options. 

the company aims to provide new Zealand patients 
with clinically-proven products at an affordable price 
for most patients and plans to work with PHarmaC 
to secure subsidies for approved medicines.

Land in te tairawhiti is less costly than in other 
regions of aotearoa, ensuring overheads remain 
low. as a result, Hikurangi Cannabis Company 
product is likely to remain competitive as other 
players come into the domestic market. Limited 
alternative land use options in te tairawhiti mean 
that landowners are eager to offer their land for 
legal cannabis cultivation. as a result, growers have 
access to sufficient land to scale production quickly 
as demand increases.
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transformational 
Impact

Hikurangi Cannabis Company offers a unique 
opportunity to significantly transform an entire 
community while creating a new, high value, 
export industry. ruatorea and the Waiapu Valley 
have an average household income of almost 
half the national average and about one third of 
the population receives a government benefit. 
meanwhile, the vast majority of iwi members live 
away from their traditional lands working in other 
parts of new Zealand and overseas. at least a 
quarter of the 70,000 iwi members say they would 
move back to the area if a decent job was available. 
Current plans for producing 3,000kg/year may 
require over 100 jobs with higher than average 
wages increasing household incomes in ruatorea.

Growth strategy: the path ahead

there are over 500ha of suitable land available for legal cannabis 
conversion in the Waiapu Valley. With medical cannabis cultivation 
outperforming most other cropping options, the concept of adding legal 
cannabis into a mixed farming model makes sense, especially if it is grown 
year round, both outdoors and under cover with a positive environmental 
footprint.

rapid growth in medical cannabis markets to date and predictions of 
continued exponential growth is well documented. Worldwide, the legal 
use of medicinal cannabis is quickly expanding with over 30 countries 
and 29 states in the uS now legalising medical cannabis, many of them 
allowing only imported product. 

australian estimates of medical cannabis market size extrapolated for 
the new Zealand population suggest an annual domestic market of 
50,000 units. around 45,000 new Zealanders have epilepsy and 4,000 
have multiple Sclerosis. Based on figures adapted from a 2016 report 
by the university of Sydney, there is likely to be 3,500 new Zealanders 
with epilepsy and mS that wish to buy a CBd product once a month 
and a possible demand for up to 20,000 cancer treatments per annum, 
suggesting annual sales potential of around 50,000 units in new Zealand. 

Patient advocacy group medical Cannabis awareness new Zealand 
estimates there are around 25,000 patients in new Zealand who will 
use medical cannabis regularly once safe, proven products are more 
affordable. 

domestic sales projections for Hikurangi Cannabis Company are still 
profitable based on selling affordable medicine to only a small proportion 
of potential patients as we anticipate competition from imported product 
and other new Zealand companies.  
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Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company - Key 

Personnel

at the heart of Hikurangi Cannabis Company is a 
team of highly skilled and passionate individuals:

managing director (Commercial & regulatory): 
Manu Caddie has a background in the design 
industry, was an elected local government 
representative on Gisborne district Council 
and has 20 years community development and 
research experience. manu is a co-founder of 
Hikurangi enterprises and managing director 
of Hikurangi Bioactives LP overseeing the 
range of research, product development and 
commercialisation projects progressed to date 
by Hikurangi Bioactives LP. manu is leading 
the research, regulatory and market aspects 
of Hikurangi Cannabis Company until other 
management staff can be recruited to lead the 
venture beyond the establishment phase.

managing director (Production & Community 
relations): Panapa Ehau is a co-founder and 
General manager of Hikurangi enterprises. He 
manages sustainability/horticulture programmes 
at the eastern Institute of technology in ruatorea 
and initiated the hemp production for Hikurangi 
enterprises in 2016. He is now running the first 
tertiary cannabis cultivation course in aotearoa. 
Panapa is acting as Production manager and 
will oversee the planning and infrastructure for 
the growing operations in Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company.

Chief financial officer: Hamish White is a 
Chartered accountant specialising in Business 
Information Systems and Business development. 
Hamish has worked for PWC & Bdo in the areas 
of risk assurance, It & Internal audit, Business 
advisory & Information Systems. Hamish moved 

back to his hometown of Gisborne where he 
runs his own accounting & advisory firm, digital 
accounting. Hamish comes from a farming 
background and is currently a hemp producer 
with experience in the industry.

our team of expert growers take this opportunity 
seriously and are investing hundreds of hours 
into growing plants under the licences held by 
Hikurangi enterprises and raising dozens of 
‘mother’ plants as part of a breeding programme 
to select the very best plant to clone from.

medical Science advisor: Dr Sheena Hunt is 
highly experienced in r&d and commercialisation 
of new products bridging academic, r&d and 
business environments in science and innovation. 
Sheena is experienced in most aspects of clinical 
trials including design, conduct, analysis and 
peer-reviewed publications. She has significant 
experience in multiple regulatory and compliance 
frameworks in new Zealand and overseas with 
more than 20 years’ experience in scientific r&d 
and innovation in the uK, europe, uS and nZ.

International regulatory advisor - Sara 
Gullickson is a cannabis industry expert who has 
been actively involved in the industry since its 
inception. She established dispensaryPermits.
com in 2010, a national cannabis consulting 
firm offering seed to sale services with hands-
on support to cannabis entrepreneurs and is 
one of the longest standing medical marijuana 
consulting companies in the industry. as founder 
and Ceo, Sara has successfully secured dozens 
of licences for clients in 10 different state 
processes, as well as operational and dispensary 
development experience from the east Coast to 
Hawaii. Sara has helped a number uS states with 
cannabis regulations design and implementation.

manu Caddie Panapa ehau

Hamish White Grow team

dr Sheena Hunt Sara Gullickson
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Industry Relationships

Consulting 
Partner

Rhizo Sciences is a cannabis consulting and 
development company based in Seattle, Washington, 
uSa. rhizo Sciences consults on and develops 
medical cannabis turn-key cultivation, extraction and 
manufacturing facilities for clients, and also operates 
its own licensed operations and client facilities. rhizo 
Sciences is familiar with the international legal medical 
cannabis landscape and their network includes 
growers, processors, distributors and regulatory 
advisers in the united States, Canada, australia, Israel, 
Portugal, the united Kingdom, africa and South 
america. rhizo Sciences specialises in GmP grade C 
o2 extraction labs and manufacturing facilities for 
producing food grade medical cannabis extracts 
and active pharmaceutical ingredients of consistent, 
known potency.

extraction 
Partner

our two extraction partners, include the most 
experienced Co2 Supercritical fluid extractors in 
new Zealand and the developer of a world-leading 
extraction technology that has been validated in early 
trials on Hikurangi cannabis plant material.

manufacturing 
Partner

our medicine manufacturing partner is a leading 
contract manufacturer of pharmaceuticals in new 
Zealand with licence to manufacture and export 
medicine produced in cGmP accredited facilities.

 
 
Breeding Partners

 
 
one of our breeding partners is recognised 
internationally for the 60 years of science behind their 
plant breeding programmes in new Zealand, the other 
is a respected cannabis cultivation specialist from 
oregon producing superior medical cannabis strains 
that comply with relevant new Zealand regulations.

testing Lab the independent testing lab we use is a respected 
government agency specialising in cannabinoid 
analysis and toxicology.

research Partner our medical research partners have decades 
of experience in conducting clinical trials and a 
commitment to supporting the development of safe 
and effective medicines made in new Zealand.

Security advisor our security advisor is a leading specialist in cannabis 
industry security in north america. His company 
trains security personnel for the industry and helps 
regulators write the rules for optimal security 
standards in all aspects of operations.

Legal advisor Lowndes Jordan is a leading new Zealand legal firm 
with an established history as advisors to business 
and individuals in the specialised areas of corporate, 
commercial, It law and litigation. their commitment 
to quality is supported by being the first ISo 9001 
certified law firm in new Zealand. the company 
serves a wide range of clients including listed 
companies, multinationals, privately held companies, 
entrepreneurs and business individuals.
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Financial Forecasts

the following table shows the Cash flow forecasts that Hikurangi Cannabis Company is aiming for  
in the financial years ending 31/3/2019 to 31/3/2022. all numbers are in displayed in nZd ($).  
a currency conversion rate of $1uSd = $1.38nZd has been used for this forecast.

Investment & Capital 
expenditure

2019 2020 2021 2022

Grants

Crowdfunding Investors

Institutional Investor

equiptment finance

Total Investment

Capital Expenditure

4,830,000 

2,980,800

3,974,400

3,974,400

15,759,600

-14,670,780

Profit & Loss forecast

revenue

Cost of Goods Sold

Total Gross Profit

operating expenses

EBITDA

Net Profit After Tax

net Profit after tax %

250,000

745,307

-495,307

194,325

689,632

-2,379,994

-952%

22,728,600

9,714,122

13,014,478

5,566,920

7,447,558

4,811,580

21%

28,773,000

12,736,322

16,036,678

6,775,800

9,260,878

5,450,772

19%

30,032,250

13,365,947

16,666,303

7,027,650

9,638,653

5,722,770

19%

Cashflow forecast

total Investment

Capital expenditure

EBITDA

Interest

tax

Net Cash Flow

15,759,600

-14,670,780

-689,632

-278,208

0

120,980

7,447,558

-278,208

-945,617

6,223,734

9,260,878

-278,208

-2,119,745

6,862,926

9,638,653

-278,208

-2,225,522

7,134,924

Key assumptions made while creating the financial forecasts for Hikurangi Cannabis Company are the same as those 

for forecasting WIL’s financial forecasts under the heading “WIL financial forecasts” at page 25. 
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Company Development Milestones 

the table below sets out Hikurangi Cannabis Company’s estimation 
of the key milestones achieved to date (by Hikurangi Bioactives LP 
and Hikurangi enterprises) and projected going forward, relating to 
its medical Cannabis venture. the achievement of these milestones is 
dependent on various factors outside WIL’s control (including legislative 
change, the grant of various operating licences to Hikurangi Cannabis 
Company, negotiating binding supply commitments and successful 
capital raising). there is no guarantee or assurance that the future 
milestones will be met, if at all, and/or within the timeframes provided. 

dec 2016 Plant first hemp crop

mar 2017 Harvest first hemp crop

oct 17 Plant second hemp crop

dec 17 Positive response from moH to medical Cannabis Production 
License proposal and agreement to extend Industrial Hemp 
licences until medical Cannabis application received.

Jan 18 establish companies and shareholders agreement.

mou signed with rhizo Sciences for growing and processing 
facility design, build and staff.

Conditional Letter of Intent with rhizo Sciences for three 
years bulk CBd and tHC extracts exports worth $160m.

feb 18 Hikurangi enterprises harvest first 2018 plants for extraction 
and testing.

mar 18 2018 Harvest completed with over 30,000 grams of dried 
flower.

Hikurangi enterprises select mother plants and start cloning 
plants.

apr 18 final information submitted for medical Cannabis Production 
License.

Launch crowdfunding campaign.

may 18 Close crowdfunding campaign and private offer to  
raise $2m – $3m. 

Secure institutional investor - $4m.

Secure grants $1m – $5m.

medical Cannabis Cultivation Licence approved.

Jun 18 Land and consents secured for GmP facilities and indoor 
growing. 

Plans, licences and consents finalised for growing and 
processing facilities.

Jul 18 GmP processing and indoor growing facilities construction 
commences.

Sep 18 first large scale commercial CBd crop planted.

nov 18 GmP processing facility and indoor growing facilities licensed 
and opened.

Jan 19 first full harvest of low tHC cannabis plants into product.

Process plants into medicines.

Commence product stability trials.

feb 19 first large scale commercial CBd crop harvested.

mar 19 first large scale commercial CBd crop processed into extract.

first commercial CBd extracts exported.

Jun 19 Commence pilot clinical trials.

nov 19 Complete pilot clinical trials.

medSafe first product application.

first product Phase 2 clinical trial commences.

Second product Phase 1 clinical trial commences.

feb 20 first medicine commercial launch.
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Risk Management 

the following table shows risk and mitigation strategies for Hikurangi Cannabis Company.

risk Impact Significance Likelihood How we will mitigate risk

Key partners don’t 
deliver so business 
development runs 
over time/budget

Business development 
runs over budget and/
or over time. funds 
depleted before business 
facilities and staff are 
operational, and/or 
delays cause loss of 
market lead.

4 1 due diligence has been done on the track record and ability to deliver via 
previous projects. agreements are non-binding until they can and need to be 
and then all parties are committed to meeting key milestones and payments 
are connected to deliverables. for example supply contracts cannot be signed 
until funds are available post-share subscriptions or other sources to build 
facilities and clarify establishment timeframes and production schedules. our 
key development partner will have a vested interest in the facilities being built 
and accredited on time as they are also a key customer who will have supply 
agreements to fulfil. In the worst case scenario other development partners 
could be enrolled from nZ and overseas.

exports are prohibited 
by nZ regulators

unable to generate 
significant revenues 
from export to overseas 
markets, which would 
reduce production 
requirements.

3 1 nZ legislation already allows export to any jurisdiction with the same or similar 
regulations for controlled drugs. there are proposals to change the law and 
the regulations to allow for the commercial cultivation of medical cannabis 
and medical cannabis is already legal to import. If for some reason exports 
were prohibited we would carry on developing proven medicines for domestic 
supply and licence the IP internationally. 

not enough local 
growers to meet 
demand

Hikurangi is unable 
to meet supply 
opportunities.

2 1 Hikurangi enterprises has partnered with the eastern Institute of technology 
to offer a range of tertiary courses focused on the production of low-tHC 
cannabis. Growers around new Zealand contact Hikurangi on a weekly basis 
asking to be able to grow for the company, so there seems to be no shortage 
of willing workers. Wages offered are between two and three times the local 
median income, so we are confident there will be interest in the jobs available.

not enough land to 
meet demand

Hikurangi is unable 
to meet supply 
opportunities.

2 1 numerous landowners locally and nationwide who have offered land blocks for 
growing. over 500ha of cropping land is available in the Waiapu Valley alone, 
more than a dozen landblocks have approached Hikurangi enquiring about 
opportunities to grow cannabis for the company.

*(1=very low, 5= very high)
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do not hit forecasts unable to reach revenue 
targets, impacting on 
viability of business, 
return on investment, 
contractual obligations 
to customers and future 
supply contracts.

3 1 Hikurangi Cannabis Company production capacity is proven with 2016/17 
and 2017/18 growing seasons. the company will have established extraction 
and manufacturing capability and have trained staff in role before production 
commitments are made. Production contracts will account for influences 
beyond the control of the company including adverse weather, regulatory 
changes and currency fluctuations.

Issues with 
international 
regulators

time delays to engage 
alternative regulatory 
advisers.

3 1 our international partners are well versed with the global market and 
regulatory trends and changes. Initially they will manage these relationships 
and supply arrangements. nZte have strongly supported the company to date 
and provide business advisors and contacts in key markets/jursidictions around 
the world.

Loss of or unable to 
recruit key staff

delay in meeting 
production targets.

4 3 Company procedures, key contacts and systems will be shared amongst the 
management team and stored securely. Strong demand exists for work in this 
emerging industry and talented people do not seem to be in short supply. 
the relative isolation is a barrier for some people but a magnet for others. 
Without advertising and well before we need them, Hikurangi has already 
been approached by a number of highly skilled and experienced scientists, 
technicians and managers with proven track-records in roles similar to those 
we are requiring.

necessary consents 
and licences are not 
secured.

unable to carry out 
proposed activities.

4 1 Strong support exists within the local consents regulator to support sustainable 
new industry and the industry has no more than minor impact on the 
environment so resource consents will be easy to obtain. ministry of Health 
have been very supportive and cooperative in helping Hikurangi to attain the 
necessary licence for medical Cannabis Cultivation - the company has designed 
security and traceability systems that will comply with the highest standards 
internationally, combined with strong political support for nZ based clinical 
trials and developing a local industry there should be no delays in obtaining the 
necessary licence provided the research plan is communicated clearly. 

Sufficient funds are 
not raised to enable 
full project activities 
and facilities to be 
completed.

timeframe for reaching 
goals is extended.

3 1 the research and production activities and facilities are all scalable, in the 
unlikely event we don’t find enough investors the plans will be scaled back and 
we will focus on product development and undertaking the clinical trials with 
available infrastructure and outsourcing some processing.

*(1=very low, 5= very high)
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Glossary

Below are terms commonly used within the medical cannabis field and 
within this Information memorandum. 

Cannabidiol 
(CBd)

Cannabidiol (CBd) is one of at least 113 active 
cannabinoids identified in cannabis. It is a major 
phytocannabinoid, accounting for up to 40% of the plant’s 
extract. CBd does not appear to have any psychoactive 
effects such as those caused by tetrahydrocannabinol 
(tHC), and it seems to have a positive impact on wide 
range of health issues.

Cannabinoids a cannabinoid is one of a class of diverse chemical 
compounds that acts on cannabinoid receptors in cells 
that alter neurotransmitter release in the brain. Ligands 
for these receptor proteins include the endocannabinoids 
(produced naturally in the body by animals), the 
phytocannabinoids (found in cannabis and some other 
plants), and synthetic cannabinoids (manufactured 
artificially). there are at least 113 different cannabinoids 
isolated from cannabis, exhibiting varied effects.

Cannabis Cannabis is a genus of flowering plants in the family 
Cannabaceae. the number of species within the genus 
is disputed. three species may be recognized: Cannabis 
sativa, Cannabis indica, and Cannabis ruderalis.

Cannabis as a plant is scheduled by the Single Convention 
on narcotic drugs (Schedule I and IV).

cGmP Good manufacturing Practice (GmP) is the term used to 
describe an internationally recognised set of systems that 
manufacturers of medicines are required to have in place 
to ensure their products are consistently safe, effective 
and of acceptable quality. the requirements are expressed 
in a code of practice referred to as a Code of GmP: nZ 
Code of Good manufacturing Practice for manufacture and 
distribution of therapeutic Goods.

extracts extracts are the outputs from processes that generally 
use a solvent on cannabis flowers or leaf to separate the 
bioactive compounds (cannabinoids, terpenes, etc.) from 
the rest of the plant material that has no bioactivity. the 
extracts can be refined to concentrate and eventually 
isolate particular molecules that are the targets of the 
extraction process. alcohol like ethanol, hydrocarbons like 
butane and inert gases like carbon dioxide are the most 
popular solvents used in extraction processes.

Industrial 
Hemp / 
Low-tHC 
Cannabis

Cannabis has long been used for hemp fibre, for hemp 
oils, for medicinal purposes, and as a recreational drug. 
Captain James Cook’s mission to the South Pacific was 
driven by the needs of the British empire to source 
hemp or a hemp alternative to use in their ships and 
other industry. Industrial hemp products are made from 
cannabis plants selected to produce an abundance of fibre. 
to satisfy the un narcotics Convention, some cannabis 
strains have been bred to produce minimal levels of 
tetrahydrocannabinol (tHC), the principal psychoactive 
constituent. In new Zealand there are currently 12 cannabis 
varieties of approved Industrial Hemp that consistently 
have less than 0.5% tHC in the plant material.
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marijuana marijuana is a common name for higher-tHC varieties of 
cannabis.

medical 
Cannabis

medical Cannabis can refer to: 

plant-derived extracts used in medicines;

dried cannabis plant material smoked or used in other 
ways by people suffering from particular health issues;

products using synthetic imitations of cannabis molecules 
in pharmaceutical products.

Supercritical 
fluid 
extraction

Supercritical fluid extraction (Sfe) is a popular and well 
proven technology for extracting a wide range of bioactive 
extracts from organic material (plants, shellfish, algae, 
etc.). It is an expensive process but produces a completely 
clean extract, is safe to use and precise in the fractionation 
process to deliver particular extract targets.

tHC tetrahydrocannabinol, abbreviated tHC, is one of at least 
113 cannabinoids identified in cannabis. tHC is the principal 
psychoactive constituent of cannabis. With chemical name, 
delta 9 tetrahydrocannabinol, the term tHC also refers to 
cannabinoid isomers. 

tHC is one of only three cannabinoids scheduled by the 
un Convention on Psychotropic Substances. It was listed 
under Schedule I in 1971, but reclassified to Schedule II in 
1991 following a recommendation from the WHo. Based 
on subsequent studies, the WHo has recommended the 
reclassification to the less-stringent Schedule III.
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